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the person who does not have heaven in his heart coulbé happy in

heaven. It is a very beautiful concept and is ver' well brought out, Out

the titles" does not give xxx you any idea as to what is in the book.

Maybe that was the publisher's fault. I dox not know. But at any rate,

the book I found very interesting and helpful and one mco interesting thing
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in the book cx was where this man was visiting heaven, e saw a great

procession coming and people were singing raises, s outing and the horns

were blowing Khd he thought who is this great Christian leader that is
I,

now ooming 7 that is receiving all this tremendous acclaim,? And,when the

person arrived it war? somebody whom nobody had ever heard of. God's
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rew'rd in heaven is not going to be based ox upon what we have accomplished

or how much e people have praised in this earth., but it is going to be

basee upon our real character, our real attitude toward Him)trTr

jJ,t4rb and if that is what we it should be, we may accomplish

a tremendous] lot and we may accomplish comparatively little, because

there are many outside factors that entern- into our accomplishments but in

the end it is what He thinks of rather than what people thinkthat matters.
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And so I think that E1ah is going to receive trer+ious credit in heaven as

I look at what he did and how he picked up the pieces of this tremendous

work that Elijah did and carried on and accomplished and made Elijah's

work accomplish Ifty..fold in the end than what it would have accomplished

if it had not been foUowdd by the work of Eli. But here we see this humble

attitude which Rkikx Elisha was willing to take toward Elijah, so that when

you get over into II Kings 3 St Elijah's death, and they are looking around
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